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PART.A
[Answer any 4gq questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

Define selectivity and draw the selectivity curve for R'L'C series resolll- ''-. urt.

Also derive bandwidth for a series RLC circuit a5 a fun6liq1 -'i rrr.li.rrri lrequency.

Consider a series rRZC circuit where the ,::1.,(rance has been varied to achieve

resonance. Given that Fl00 A-y.=206 (), andf60 Hz, find the voltage drop across

I at resonance. Also find the maKimum voltage drop across L if the applied supply

voltage is 1000 /

2(a). What do you mean by magnetic coupling? Define Mutual Inductance and prove that

mutual inductance is given bY

M=Ku,.!L tLz

Kr'f co-efficient of magnetic coupling

Lr= self - inductance of primary winding

Lz= self- inductance ofsecondary winding

2(b). Determine the current Ir and 12 for the following Fig. 1.

Fig. I Figure for Question no 2(b).

3(a), What is dot convention? Write equation for energy density for a magnetic coupled

circuit.
3(b), Explain passive Low-pass, High'pass, Band'pass and Band stop filters with

frequency response curve.
3(c). Why electrical filter is used? Design a band pass filter using a low pass and a high pass 3

filter.

PART.B
[Answer any l@s questions from the followings;]

4(a). Show that, the magnitude ofthe line cunent ofa A.connected generator is \E times the

phase current.
4(b). A balanced three phase star connected load with impedance (8+j6) ohm per phase is

connected across a symmetrical 400V three phase 50Hz supply. Dctemrine the line

current, power factor ofthe load and total absorbed power'

4(c). Show that any instant of time the algebraic sum of three voltages of a three phase

generator is zero.
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5(a). A Y-connected balanced three-phase generator with an impedance of 0.4 +j0.3 Q per

phase is connected to a Y-connected balanced load with an impedance of24 + jlg Q
per phase. The linejoining the generator and the load has an impedance of 0.6 +j0.7 O
per phase. Assuming a positive sequence for the source voltages and that

Vd,,=I202300, Determine (a) the line voltages, (b) the line '

5(b). The unbalanced Y load of Fig. 2 has balanced vc .-,r lou , .riid the abc phase

sequenc€. Determine the line currents and the neutral cunents. Take Ze=15 Q,

ZB=|}+jS O, and 26=678 O.

6(a). Determine the h Parameter for the following tr " t'vork shou- ''Fig.3.

Determine 4 and 1r form the following two por 'n"ork olr,^o.
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Fig. 2 Figure for Question no 5 (b)
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Fig. 4 Figure for Question 6 (b)
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